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Campaign for an English Parliament
Aims, Principles and Policies.
We campaign for an English Parliament, meaning a parliament
for the people of England, for whom England is their chosen or inherited home and who are legally entitled to
vote.

Editorial: My recom-

mended book demonstrates
how pervasive is the conflation of Britain and England.
The product description from
the back cover states “ From
one of our finest historians
comes an outstanding exploration of the British monarchy .” David Starkey's book
is titled and presumably about ENGLISH monarchs NOT British monarchs. If it was about British monarchs he would have called it so and included the monarchs of Scotland. so why does the
back cover refer to British monarchs?
The Covid-19 pandemic has clearly illustrated the
problems of this conflation. The UK PM and his
ministers speak as if they were referring to the
UK when talking about measures to ease lockdown to the fury of the devolved administrations.
Moreover the UK government’s distraction not
only by the virus but also Brexit has left UK Ministers with little time, even if they had the inclination, to concentrate on English affairs. The only
purely English measure proposed by Johnson is in
regard to preventing English students studying at
Scottish universities presumably so that English
universities can retain funds, in the absence of foreign students, post Covid-19. Education is devolved and he, presumably, believes he has a right
to do this but it has been questioned in Scotland
as to how it could be legally enforceable.
However the right of English students to choose
where they study seems not to be an issue either
for the UK PM or the Scottish administration.
The reality is that the UK government cannot act
both as a federal and a national government.

Please sign up on the website via the dialogue box
shown below and increase our follower numbers.

We campaign for an English Parliament with powers at least
as great as those of Scotland’s, i.e. a Parliament and Executive (Government) that can make Acts (primary legislation) on the same domestic issues (e.g. health, welfare &
education) that are devolved to the Scottish Parliament.

Follow the CEP via Email

The CEP works with academics, business groups, trades unions, think tanks and the media to create the conditions
whereby UK MPs see that there is no alternative to the
re-establishment of the English Parliament.

Join other followers

Enter your email address to follow this blog and receive
notifications of new posts by email.

The CEP is a pressure group. It is not a political party. It does
not contest elections.
The CEP is not and will not be affiliated to or formally linked
with any political party
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Campaigning for England : Coronavirus has exposed British devolution as
a dangerous mess
Time to end 20 years of haphazard drift and decisively hand power to the regions and
four nations
Daily Telegraph, 17 May 2020: Nick Timothy
Of Covid-19’s many legacies, among the least discussed but most important is the realisation that the British state is dysfunctional and our constitution a mess. The way we
are governed is mired in confusion caused by a lack of clarity about where power really
lies.
If you live in Scotland, whom do you hold responsible for the response to the pandemic? The Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, or the First Minister of Scotland? If you live in London, who should decide
how social distancing is applied on trains and buses? Ministers or the Mayor? In Newcastle you might wonder why London’s transport system was bailed out before your own. In the West Midlands, you might ask
why Manchester controls health and social care spending but you do not. In Derbyshire, you might ask to
whom your eccentric police force is accountable.
Even in Whitehall, confusion reigns. When the PM made his last speech to the nation – to the whole of
the UK, that is – he described his plan to take us out of the lockdown. But he has no powers over schools
outside England, and no say in the health systems of Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. As soon as his
speech ended, the leaders of the devolved governments rejected his plan, and insisted their lockdowns
would continue.
In England, a series of rows have erupted about council budgets, the reopening of schools, and the speed
with which we come out of the lockdown. Labour councils complain that the Government’s Covid-19
grant funding formula has been revised to their detriment; Conservative politicians explain that poorer,
northern councils still get more than those in the south. Liverpool’s mayor says he wants to keep his
schools open. Manchester’s mayor, Andy Burnham, says because the virus reproduction rate is higher in
the north, the lockdown needs to go on.
Quite apart from the rights and wrongs of different pandemic policies, we are witnessing, in high-definition
picture with cinematic soundbar, the chaotic nature of the modern British state. At almost every level,
accountability and responsibility – particularly budgetary responsibility – are misaligned. As a result we
have public services led by officials accountable to nobody, local government that cannot govern, mayors
with so few powers that their time is spent lobbying ministers, and devolved governments that blame policy failures on England.
And what about England? Last week, MPs on the education committee grilled the Department for Education’s chief scientific adviser about the decision to reopen schools in England. Chief among his tormentors
was Carol Monaghan, the MP for Glasgow North West and the Scottish Nationalists’ education spokesman. Westminster has no say whatsoever about schools in Scotland, yet here was an MP from a Scottish
constituency scrutinising education in England. It was another reminder of the neglect of the government
of England.
Yet who governs England? MPs from Scottish and Welsh constituencies can vote on matters affecting England – like the health system – while English MPs have no say on the same matters in Scotland and Wales.
It takes more votes to elect MPs in England than in Scotland and Wales, where constituencies are smaller.
And the Barnett Formula, the means by which we determine public spending across the UK, is skewed
against England. In Scotland, spending per person on services is twenty per cent higher.
We must move to a fully federal model, with an English government and parliament, and more powers for
the four nations.
~~~~
Times Letters 16/5/20
Sir, The UK government has long appeared queasy about highlighting when it acts for England alone. This
benign indifference to clarity is a long-running issue but at times such as these it is more visible and arguably more dangerous. It was irresponsible of the prime minister to outline changes to public health measures and not once acknowledge that they apply only to England.
Ailsa Henderson: Professor of political science, University of Edinburgh
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Current English Affairs: Roads and Transport, Health and Welfare, Education, Police and Courts,
Now is the time to fix potholes, councils ordered
May 01 2020, The Times : Graeme Paton, Transport Correspondent
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Councils have been told to increase repairs on roads left empty by the lockdown after figures showed a
rise in the number of cars damaged by potholes. The Department for Transport said that planned maintenance should go ahead to help to clear a backlog of repairs.
Research to be published today by the RAC revealed that 3,426 cars had been damaged by potholes in the
first three months of this year. This included damaged shock absorbers, broken springs and distorted
wheels that are typically linked to defective road surfaces. The figure was up by 64 per cent compared
with the final three months of last year. Researchers said that drivers were 1.6 times more likely to suffer
a vehicle breakdown as a result of pothole-related damage than they were in 2006, when the RAC started
collecting data.
The motoring group said that local roads were in long-term decline. Councils faced a road repairs backlog
of £11.1 billion after the funding shortfall rose by 14 per cent in a year. The increase was attributed to a
shortfall of central funding. In its budget in March the government promised £2.5 billion more over the
next five years to help to address the backlog.
~~~~
At an average 16mph, trains in the north travel at horse-and-cart pace
May 04 2020, 12.01am, The Times : Graeme Paton, Transport Correspondent
Trains in parts of northern England run at “painfully slow” speeds barely
quicker than a horse and cart because of congestion, research has
found. A study published today says that improvements to the network
simply cannot wait for the construction of new high-speed lines in 20
years’ time.
It says that freight trains in the north travel at average speeds of 16mph
on major east-west lines, with a knock-on impact on passenger services.
The existing network “does not work”, the report says, because it is
“overloaded with long-distance, commuter and freight traffic all competing for too little space on the tracks”.
The government has promised to regenerate the railway between cities
such as Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds and Sheffield as part of its commitment to “level up” the country. Boris Johnson confirmed in February
that the north-south HS2 line would be built in full from London and
Birmingham to Manchester and Leeds. It will eventually join a new east-west line across the Pennines to
create an overarching “High Speed North” network, he said.
There is already multibillion-pound work under way led by Network Rail to improve the network. This
includes an upgrade of the Transpennine line between Manchester and York via Leeds, extending more
than 100 platforms at 70 stations and a £340 million investment in lines around Liverpool.
However, the study by three transport experts says the transformation promised by Mr Johnson’s vision
would take too long. HS2 is not expected to be completed to the north until 2040 and there is no timescale at all for the new east-west high-speed line.
The report, led by Jim Steer, a transport consultant and a former director of the Strategic Rail Authority
recommends a “super hub” in central Manchester with a tunnel into Piccadilly station from the west that
can be used by fast trains from Wales, Chester, Liverpool, Barrow-in-Furness and Glasgow en-route to
the other side of the Pennines. This will free existing lines for commuter trains, the study adds.
The report, Revisiting High Speed North says: “The network does not work, crucially through Manchester,
but also in Liverpool, Leeds and Sheffield, where stations and lines are at capacity, or in Manchester’s case
overcapacity.
~~~~
New ferry port Tilbury 2 ready for 500,000 containers a year
May 27 2020, 12.01am, The Times: Graeme Paton
Almost 1,500 freight units a day will be transported through Britain’s newest
ferry terminal under plans to maintain the flow of essential goods into the UK.
The driver-free facility — the biggest in the country — opened as part of a £250
million redevelopment at the Port of Tilbury on the Thames.
It will create a new route into Britain, with goods initially flowing between Tilbury and Zeebrugge in Belgium, before possible expansion to other ports in
northern Europe. The roll-on, roll-off freight ferry terminal will bring containers and unaccompanied trailers into Britain, to be moved after that by road or rail. It has been built by Forth Ports in a deal with P&O,
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whose chartered freight ferry the Norstream was the first to use the facility yesterday.
It is a pivotal moment for Tilbury 2, the new port terminal being developed on land next to the existing
Port of Tilbury, just over 20 miles east of central London. The plans also include the construction of the
UK’s largest construction materials aggregates terminal and a railhead capable of accommodating 775mlong freight trains.
When it is fully operational, about 500,000 freight units will pass through the terminal each year.
Charles Hammond, group chief executive of Forth Ports, said: “we pursue our vision of being the nation’s
strategic freight gateway to and from Europe. We believe that this terminal opening is a symbol of hope
for economic recovery.”
Janette Bell, chief executive of P&O Ferries, said: “This terminal will significantly increase the speed of our
services and improve access to the M25 for our customers who carry important consumer and industry
goods.”
~~~~
New coronavirus antibody test could be available soon
May 04 2020, 12.01am, The Times: Katie Gibbons
A new coronavirus antibody test has been approved for use in the UK and may be widely available on the
NHS by mid-May. Roche, the Swiss company, has announced that its Covid-19 antibody test has been approved for markets accepting the CE mark, including the UK.
The serology test supports the detection of antibodies in patients who have been exposed to the virus,
which could indicate if a person has immunity. It could also help to identify people who have been infected
but did not display any symptoms.
It is being independently evaluated by Public Health England and initial results are expected by the end of
this week. Roche is in discussion with the NHS and the government about a phased roll-out of the
test from later this month. The company aims to provide hundreds of thousands of antibody tests to the
UK per week.
~~~~
Care homes told they were safe as coronavirus ran rampant
May 15 2020, 12.01am, The Times: Sean O’Neill, Greg Hurst
Government advisers warned ministers that there was “sustained transmission” of
coronavirus in Britain a fortnight before official advice to care homes stated it was
“very unlikely” that residents would be infected. The early warning about the virus
spread came from the Scientific Pandemic Influenza Modelling committee (SPI-M) which
feeds directly into the Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies (Sage), the government’s panel of scientific advisers.
The committee circulated an assessment on February 10 stating: “It is a realistic probability that there is
already sustained transmission in the UK, or that it will become established in the coming weeks.” On
February 25, however, Public Health England (PHE) told the care sector “the current position in the UK”
was that “there is currently no transmission of Covid-19 in the community”.
The PHE guidance said that care home staff did not need to wear facemasks and added it was “very
unlikely that anyone receiving care in a care home or the community will become infected”.
That guidance, remained in force until March 12. It is not clear who read the SPI-M assessment on February 10 or why it was apparently disregarded before the PHE guidance was written.
Ministers said that the situation in care homes was the “top priority” for the health department and an
extra £600 million was being ploughed into infection control. But care homes say much of the money has
been given to local councils and has not been forwarded to them to help with extra staffing and PPE costs.
~~~~
Care homes: Rising coronavirus death toll of most vulnerable
May 15 2020, 12.01am, The Times: Sean O’Neill, Greg Hurst
The government has come under increasing pressure to tackle the high numbers of coronavirus infections
and deaths in care homes. In the Commons this week the prime minister was grilled by Sir Keir Starmer,
the Labour leader, who said the five-year average number of deaths in care homes for April was “just over
8,000” but that this year it was 26,000.
The Office for National Statistics said that 8,314 were recorded as having resulted from Covid-19. That
leaves 10,000 not officially explained. There are 410,000 people living in 15,487 residential or nursing
homes in the UK. A study published this week by the London School of Economics suggested that the real
coronavirus death toll in care homes may have passed 22,000.
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The NHS was ordered on March 19 to discharge 15,000 patients to free space for people with Covid-19.
Ninety-five per cent were to be sent home, which meant 600 would go to care homes.
Providers have said the number was higher and that they were put under pressure by the NHS to accept
people at short notice. People were not tested before being moved, a policy now blamed for having
seeded the outbreak in a vulnerable population.
The NHS rejects this allegation and says that between January and April the numbers being discharged
into care homes each day fell by 40 per cent. It has not provided the numbers.
Despite the government’s promises to protect them, The Times has seen complaints from staff that they
had been refused PPE because none was available or because managers were protecting low stock.
A survey by the Alzheimer’s Society of 105 homes reported that 43 per cent were still not confident of
their supply. At one home staff had resorted to taping bags around carers’ arms, feet and hair to protect
them and their residents.
Martin Green, chief executive of Care England, said: “We need both distribution of PPE and much clearer
guidance. The guidance keeps changing . . . Within four days they had about six iterations and it was quite
clear they didn’t understand social care.”
Care homes were advised to isolate infected residents to protect others but this is difficult, especially for
patients with dementia who cannot understand distancing.
At the start of the outbreak homes were asked and encouraged to accept residents without testing. On
April 2 the official guidance said: “Negative tests are not required prior to transfers/admissions.”
Full testing for discharged patients, residents and staff was announced on April 15 but there are still difficulties. One care home owner said they had not been able to get tests for residents until May 2.
On May 13 the government announced another £600 million for infection control in homes, but it is not
clear exactly how it will be spent.
Homes have had to take on staff to care for growing numbers of residents and cover colleagues who have
fallen ill or been required to self-isolate. They are also required to buy their own PPE in a highly competitive marketplace, and then seek to recoup that money. Care England says it knows of a provider in north
London that has already been forced out of business.
Many managers, especially of private homes, say they have seen nothing of the billions given to local councils to help the sector. Care England said it was “lunacy” to channel another £600 million through councils
when the £3.2 billion has not been distributed.
Local government officials said the money also had to cover children’s social care, accommodation for
homeless people, and assistance for some of the 2.5 million clinically vulnerable people advised to “shield”
themselves.
~~~~
‘Confused’ efforts to update ageing NHS computers waste £8bn
May 15 2020, 9.00am, The Times: Tom Knowles, Technology Correspondent
A £8.1 billion project that is designed to lead to the digital transformation of the NHS is
NHS logo in England
so behind target that taxpayers are unlikely to see any value for money, a report has
concluded.
This has left hospitals vulnerable to cyberattacks and means the delivery of healthcare is failing to be supported by “modern, integrated and up-to-date information systems”, the report by the National Audit
Office concluded.
Gareth Davies, the head of the NAO, said “The track record for digital transformation in the NHS has
been poor, with key targets such as a ‘paperless’ NHS by 2018 not being achieved. Local NHS organisations in particular face significant challenges, including outdated IT systems and competing demands on
their resources.
In 2016, the government said it would commit £4.7 billion to the digital transformation of the health service, but NHS England has since accepted that up to £8.1bn will be needed between 2019 and 2024 to
reach those goals. This includes £3 billion invested by trusts between now and 2029. However, the NAO
said these estimates are based on limited data and believes that even £8.1 billion will not be sufficient. It
added that there is also a risk that many NHS trusts will be unwilling or unable to fund the £3 billion
needed from them.
The NAO found that only 54 per cent of NHS trusts reported that staff can rely on digital records. The
report also indicated that spending on IT and technology at NHS and foundation trusts was collectively
around 2 per cent of their total expenditure, compared with a recommended 5 per cent.
Different trusts own different types and ages of computers making the interoperability target difficult.
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Repeatedly changing national strategies between a centrally managed approach and a “hands-off” one has
“contributed to a fragmented environment”.
As part of its efforts to modernise, the NHS set up a new unit, called NHSX, last year to lead its digital
transformation. It is leading the deployment of a coronavirus contact tracing app on the Isle of Wight.
However, the NAO said the government’s arrangements for managing digital transformation at a national
level “remain confused”, while national oversight of local bodies is still being developed .
~~~~
Coronavirus: We chose NHS over care homes, Robert Buckland admits
May 20 2020, 9.00am, The Times : Greg Hurst, Social Affairs Editor
The government prioritised the NHS over care homes in the early stages of the coronavirus outbreak, a
minister admitted for the first time.
More than a quarter of the coronavirus deaths in England have occurred in care homes.
Mr Buckland, the justice secretary, told Sky News this morning: “We protected the NHS, we ramped up
our capability which meant that it didn’t, thankfully, fall over at a time of huge pressure.” “We needed to
make a choice about testing and we did decide to focus on the NHS. The issue with care homes is we
have got many thousands of different providers, different settings, there have been lots of examples of
care homes that have mercifully stayed infection-free .
Martin Green, the chief executive of Care England, which represents independent care providers, told
MPs yesterday that there had been repeated changes of guidance and accused Public Health England of
failing to understand social care and focusing too much on protecting the NHS at the start of the pandemic. “We need clear guidance from Public Health England. What has come out of this is that Public
Health England (PHE) understands the NHS but doesn’t understand the social care workforce and what
our needs are.”
James Bullion, president of the Association of Directors of Adult Social Services, told the MPs that lack of
testing was also putting at risk the lives of vulnerable people who receive care at home. Some had turned
away carers or personal assistants for fear of infection.
A report by PHE has identified temporary workers hired from agencies as one of the ways the infection
breached the “protective ring” ministers claimed had been thrown around care homes.
~~~~
Coronavirus: A quarter of A-level students preparing to go to university are not being given
any work to do by their schools, research shows.
May 04 2020, 12.01am, The Times : Nicola Woolcock, Education Correspondent
Tens of thousands of pupils whose final exams were cancelled because of
the coronavirus are not receiving any assignments from their teachers.
This is despite the fact that they will have the option to sit exams in the
autumn if they are unhappy with the A-level grades allocated to them by
teachers, who will use prior attainment to reach their judgments. Teacher
assessments are subject to alteration by exam boards and Ofqual, the
exam regulator.
Missing out on lessons also means that pupils will be less prepared when
they start university.
The survey, by the Sutton Trust educational charity, found that private schools were twice as likely to be
still teaching A-level content as state schools
Separate polling of 895 university students within the same report highlights the financial challenges they
are facing, with many having lost part-time jobs that they relied on to top-up maintenance grants. One in
three said they had lost a job, had hours reduced or were not being paid. It has been announced that students will be charged the full £9,250 in tuition fees this autumn even if their universities remain closed and
they are taught online.
~~~~
Coronavirus: Many teachers in areas with the lowest test results will not be at work tomorrow, as primaries increase safety measures
May 31 2020, 12.01am, The Sunday Times: Sian Griffiths, Shanti Das and Alastair McCall
Part of government guidance is that children are taught in small groups of up to 15
The reopening of primary schools in England to more pupils will be hampered by a shortage of teachers
and by anxious parents, according to various surveys. Some councils are even going to reimburse parents
for driving their children to school. A survey of 5,000 school leaders, released today by Tes, formerly the
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Times Educational Supplement, said a fifth of school staff, including teachers and classroom assistants,
would not be able to return to work this week.
Some teachers have health conditions, such as asthma and diabetes, or live with a vulnerable family member, such as a pregnant wife or girlfriend. Others are at a higher risk because of their age.
Research to be published tomorrow reveals only about 75% of teachers are available for work. Of those,
a fifth would be working from home.
Of the 20 lowest-ranked councils for primary school test results, 11 have either advised schools to remain
closed or are expecting some or all not to open. Many have told heads that they may delay reopening until
later in the summer. The 11 are Halton, Doncaster, North Yorkshire, Portsmouth, Cornwall, Norfolk,
Peterborough, Lincolnshire, Rotherham, Somerset and Worcestershire.
~~~~
Rape and murder among 2.2 million unsolved cases closed by police
May 31 2020, 12.01am, The Sunday Times: Caroline Wheeler and Tom Calver
Police in England and Wales abandoned investigations into more than 300,000 burglaries in 2019, with a
third of forces closing at least 80% of cases before they were solved, according to official figures from the
Home Office.
West Midlands police had the worst record on burglaries, with 22,166 cases closed without a suspect being identified, 89% of the total number recorded. Only 1,166 resulted in a suspect being charged. In Surrey
and Cambridgeshire no suspect was identified in 85% of burglaries last year.
Two forces — South Yorkshire and Lincolnshire police — abandoned murder investigations before a suspect could be identified.
The Liberal Democrat MP Layla Moran said “We are seeing murders, rapes, stalking cases and serious assaults filed, nothing happening for months, if at all, and reports just gathering dust in a police filing system.
All the while victims are longing for justice.”
Overall, there were 68,848 stalking and harassment cases, 2,632 drug-trafficking and 4,637 weapon- possession offences where no suspect was identified before the case was closed.
Screening out crimes — whereby police mark a case as requiring “no further action” — has increased
rapidly over the past decade and grew from 361,180 in 2010 to nearly 2.2 million last year, equivalent to
43% of all crimes. The practice has become the default with some crimes. More than half of all criminal
damage and arson cases end up resolved this way.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

English politics:

Coronavirus divisions threaten the Union
Wednesday May 13 2020, 12.01am, The Times: Francis Elliott
Will it be this crisis, not Brexit, that finally does for the Union? After initially pulling together, the UK’s four nations are starting to pull apart as devolved governments use their powers to resist Boris Johnson’s efforts to ease the lockdown.
It has handed Nicola Sturgeon in particular multiple opportunities to assert Scotland’s independence from Westminster. Ms Sturgeon was openly contemptuous
of Mr Johnson’s shift to the “Stay Alert” message, not only refusing to adopt it but
saying that she did not know what it meant. Relations with No 10 reached a nadir
when Ms Sturgeon, wrongly, believed journalists had been briefed on a more radical loosening of the lockdown than was internally mooted.
However galling some of the political positioning of Ms Sturgeon, Mark Drakesford, the Welsh first minister, and Arlene Foster, who holds the same position for Northern Ireland, may be for Mr Johnson he has
so far resisted the temptation to hit back. It must be difficult for the prime minister not to point out that
the furlough scheme, for example, is UK-wide.
~~~~
Coronavirus: back to work in a divided kingdom: Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland risk
falling behind as England reopens
May 17 2020, 12.01am, The Sunday Times: Liam Kelly
Taking the first steps out of lockdown has been bewildering for many businesses, receiving mixed messages from governments in London, Cardiff, Edinburgh and Belfast. While Boris Johnson has signalled his
desire to ease restrictions and produced a roadmap to get the economy moving, the devolved administrations are more circumspect.
As the prime minister unveiled his “stay alert” mantra and encouraged people who could not work from
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home to return to their workplaces, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales kept telling workers to “stay
at home”.
The confusion has caused dismay among bosses — and could hamper efforts to keep the economy afloat
in the wake of devastating economic figures released last week. “We need to see the whole of the UK
moving together — the alternative for business is additional confusion and cost,” said Adam Marshall, director-general of the British Chambers of Commerce. “Avoiding divergence for the sake of politics is important. If it is necessary strictly for public health reasons, businesses will understand that, but if it arises
due to politics, the economy will be harmed.”
Some 60% of business managers are concerned that the devolved administrations have different reopening
rules from England, according to a poll for The Sunday Times conducted by the Chartered Management
Institute (CMI).
There are more than 2.6 million crossings every week between England and Wales in normal times. Some
are made by Richard Walters’ staff. The co-founder of Pro Steel Engineering has kept his factory in Caldicot, Monmouthshire, open in the lockdown for his 45 engineers. Five sales staff remain at home.
Walters, 39, whose firm helped to convert London’s Olympic stadium into a football arena, said he was
concerned that rivals on the other side of the Severn may be able to steal a march on him if the rules between England and Wales continue to diverge. “If there is a company that is able to get their people in an
office and productive in England, it would be an unfair advantage against us,” he said.
Discontent is also emerging in Scotland. The housing market there remains on hold and housebuilders
have been ordered not to work, even in a socially distanced way, as the SNP government prohibited construction it deemed non-essential. Homes for Scotland, the industry body, has been pleading for a date
when builders can return safely, amid fears that firms will fold in the shutdown.
Meanwhile, retailers and restaurateurs have become frustrated on conference calls with authorities at
Holyrood over the slow pace of phased reopenings, a source said. Scottish hoteliers and tourism operators, who have a shorter summer season than in England because of the climate, are concerned that there
has been no guidance about when they can restart operations. English hotels are provisionally poised to
reopen on July 4.
~~~~
UK furlough pay ends if Scots’ lockdown longer
May 17 2020, 12.01am, The Sunday Times: John Boothman
SNP hopes that Scottish workers could continue to receive UK-funded furlough support if Scotland stays
in lockdown for longer than England have been dashed.
UK government sources are ruling out any additional funding for Scotland to continue with a wage protection retention scheme, should Nicola Sturgeon move at a different pace from other parts of the UK.
A senior government figure told The Sunday Times that £3.5bn has come to Scotland as a result of Treasury schemes, with more to arrive as a result of the Barnett formula being applied to all UK Covid-19 programmes.
The formula ensures that a share of extra UK government money being spent on areas where policy is
devolved to Holyrood flows to Scotland.
The source said: “Going forward, granting funds on a geographical basis would not be an option. It is more
likely that a sector-by-sector approach — like extra cash for the hospitality sector with Barnett consequences — would be the route to follow.”
~~~~
Holyrood minister slams Westminster plans to restrict access to higher education north of
border
May 31 2020, 12.01am, The Sunday Times: John Boothman
Scottish higher education minister Richard Lochhead has condemned UK government plans to restrict the number of English students coming to Scottish universities, amid claims it could plunge institutions into further crisis.
It emerged yesterday that Boris Johnson’s administration intends to temporarily
limit numbers from England intending to study in Scotland, Wales and Northern
Ireland next year as universities prepare to cope with a shortfall in overseas students coming to the UK
after the coronavirus pandemic.
Calling for the plans to be ditched, Lochhead said: “We do not support these proposals and they should
not apply to Scotland. That view is widely shared within the Scottish higher education sector, and I have
written to the UK government making that crystal clear.
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“The simple fact is higher education is devolved, and the Scottish elements of these proposals package
should be removed immediately.”
Last year the Scottish government spent £97m paying EU student tuition fees in Scotland while charging
English, Welsh and Northern Ireland students £9,000 a year. Holyrood also operates its own cap on Scottish students attending Scottish universities, and more than 14,000 Scottish applicants failed to win a place
at universities in 2019.
Independent education researcher Lucy Hunter Blackburn said that the idea was unprecedented and was
about controlling student mobility between different parts of the UK. “There is no existing legal framework for this,” she said. “It is mind-blowing how legally they would try to enforce it.”
Scottish Labour’s Daniel Johnston said “It would appear that universities are to be used as a political football between UK and Scottish ministers, and it is difficult to see how this helps anyone.
A UK Department for Education spokeswoman said details on the student number controls will be published soon.
~~~~
Coronavirus in Scotland: Boris Johnson told to make clear he is ‘only leading England’s lockdown’
May 29 2020, 12.01am, The Times: Mark McLaughlin
Nicola Sturgeon is urging Boris Johnson to concede that he is leading only England’s exit from lockdown
and told Scots to follow her advice on lockdown and ignore the more liberal regime in England.
The first minister said that Scots would be permitted to sit in the sun and visit other households two
weeks after similar freedoms were granted in England.
Ms Sturgeon was scathing about the prime minister’s broadcast on May 11, which replaced the “stay at
home” message with “stay alert”, without making clear that it applied only in England.
She said: “I will, as I have done before, ask the prime minister, when he’s talking about lockdown and the
lifting of restrictions, to make clear that he is talking about England alone. That is not a political point, it’s
not a constitutional point, it’s a point about the importance of the clarity of public messaging.
Mr Johnson accepted this month that parts of the UK would lift the lockdown at different speeds. The
devolved nations have each announced their own plans and people in England have been urged not to
cross the borders into Scotland or Wales.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
England's heroes/heroines: Sir Edward William Elgar, 1st Baronet, OM, GCVO 2 June 1857 –
23 February 1934) was an English composer, many of whose works have entered the
British and international classical concert repertoire. Among his best-known compositions are orchestral works including the Enigma Variations, the Pomp and Circumstance Marches, concertos for violin and cello, and two symphonies. He also composed choral works, including The Dream of Gerontius, chamber music and songs. He
was appointed Master of the King's Musick in 1924.
Elgar was a self-taught composer and he was acutely sensitive about his humble origins even after he achieved recognition. He nevertheless married the daughter of a
senior army officer. She inspired him both musically and socially, but he struggled to achieve success until
his forties, when after a series of moderately successful works his Enigma Variations (1899) became immediately popular in Britain and overseas. He followed the Variations with a choral work, The Dream of
Gerontius (1900), became, and has remained, a core repertory work in Britain and elsewhere. His later fulllength religious choral works were well received but have not entered the regular repertory.
In his fifties, Elgar composed a symphony and a violin concerto that were immensely successful. His second symphony and his cello concerto did not gain immediate public popularity and took many years to
achieve a regular place in the concert repertory of British orchestras. Elgar's music came, in his later
years, to be seen as appealing chiefly to British audiences. His stock remained low for a generation after
his death. It began to revive significantly in the 1960s, helped by new recordings of his works. Some of his
works have, in recent years, been taken up again internationally, but the music continues to be played
more in Britain than elsewhere.
Elgar has been described as the first composer to take the gramophone seriously. Between 1914 and
1925, he conducted a series of acoustic recordings of his works. The introduction of the moving-coil microphone in 1923 made far more accurate sound reproduction possible, and Elgar made new recordings
of most of his major orchestral works and excerpts from The Dream of Gerontius.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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England's history: The Treaty of Windsor is the diplomatic alliance
signed between Portugal and England on 9 May 1386 at Windsor and sealed
by the marriage of King John I of Portugal (House of Aviz) to Philippa of Lancaster, daughter of John of Gaunt, 1st Duke of Lancaster. With the victory at
the Battle of Aljubarrota, assisted by English archers, John I was recognized as
the undisputed King of Portugal, putting an end to the interregnum of the 1383
–1385 Crisis. The Treaty of Windsor established a pact of mutual support
Marriage of John I, King
between the countries.
of Portugal and Philippa of Lancaster,
The Anglo-Portuguese Alliance is the oldest alliance in the world that is still in daughter of John of Gaunt, 1st Duke of
Lancaster.
force – with the earliest treaty dating back to the Anglo-Portuguese Treaty of
1373.
Historically, the Kingdom of Portugal and the Kingdom of England, and later the modern Portugal and United Kingdom, have never waged war against each other nor have they participated in
wars on opposite sides as independent states since the signing of the Treaty of Windsor. While Portugal
was subsumed under the Iberian Union, rebellious Portuguese factions and government in exile sought
refuge and help in England. England spearheaded the Anglo-Spanish War (1585–1604) on the side of
the deposed Portuguese royal house.
The alliance has served both countries throughout their respective military histories, influencing the participation of the United Kingdom in the Peninsular War, the UK's major land contribution to
the Napoleonic Wars and the establishment of an Anglo-American base in Portugal. Portugal aided England (and later the UK) in times of need, for example, in the First World War. Today, Portugal and the
United Kingdom are both part of NATO.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

English culture:

Well dressing, also known as well flowering, is a tradition practised in some
parts of rural England in which wells, springs and other water sources are decorated with designs created from flower petals. The custom is most closely associated with the Peak District of Derbyshire and Stafffordshire. James Murray
Mackinlay, writing in 1893, noted that the tradition was not observed in Scotland;
W. S. Cordner, in 1946, similarly noted its absence in Ireland.
The custom of well dressing in its present form probably began in the late 18th
century, and evolved from "the more widespread, but less picturesque" decoration
of wells with ribbons and simple floral garlands.
The location identified most closely with well dressing is Tissington, Derbyshire,
though the origins of the tradition are obscure. It has been speculated that it began as a pagan custom of offering thanks to gods for a reliable water supply; other suggested explanations
include villagers celebrating the purity of their water supply after surviving the Black Death in 1348, or
alternatively celebrating their water's constancy during a prolonged drought in 1615. The practice of well
dressing using clay boards at Tissington is not recorded before 1818, however, and the earliest record for
the wells being adorned by simple garlands occurs in 1758.
Well dressing was celebrated in at least 12 villages in Derbyshire by the late 19th century, and was introduced in Buxton in 1840, "to commemorate the beneficence of the Duke of Devonshire who, at his own
expense, made arrangements for supplying the Upper Town, which had been much inconvenienced by the
distance to St Anne's well on the Wye, with a fountain of excellent water within easy reach of
all". Similarly, well dressing was revived at this time in Youlgreave, to celebrate the supplying of water to
the village "from a hill at some distance, by means of pipes laid under the stream of an intervening valley." With the arrival of piped water the tradition was adapted to include public taps, although the resulting creations were still described as well dressings.
The custom waxed and waned over the years, but has seen revivals in Derbyshire, Staffordshire, South
Yorkshire, Cheshire, Shropshire, Worcestershire and Kent.
Wooden frames are constructed and covered with clay, mixed with water and salt. A design is sketched
on paper, often of a religious theme, and this is traced onto the clay. The picture is then filled in with
natural materials, predominantly flower petals and mosses, but also beans, seeds and small cones. Each
group uses its own technique, with some areas mandating that only natural materials be used while others
feel free to use modern materials to simplify production. Wirksworth and Barlow are two of the very few
dressings where the strict use of only natural materials is still observed.
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Promotion: English raspberry producers

The raspberry is the edible fruit of a multitude of plant species in
the genus Rubus of the rose family, most of which are in
the subgenus Idaeobatus; the name also applies to these plants themselves. Raspberries are perennial with woody stems. Raspberry derives its name
from raspise, "a sweet rose-colored wine" (mid-15th century), from the AngloLatin vinum raspeys, or from raspoie, meaning "thicket", of Germanic origin. The
name may have been influenced by its appearance as having a rough surface related to Old English rasp or "rough berry" Rubus idaeus (raspberry, also
called red raspberry or occasionally as European raspberry to distinguish it from other raspberries) is a
red-fruited species of Rubus native to Europe and northern Asia and commonly cultivated in
other temperate regions. All cultivars of raspberries have perennial roots but, many do not have perennial
shoots. In fact, most raspberries have shoots that are biennial (meaning shoots grow in the first growing
season and fruits grow on those shoots during the second growing season). The flowers can be a major nectar source for honeybees and other pollinators. Raspberries are an important commercial fruit
crop, widely grown in all temperate regions of the world. Many of the most important modern commercial red raspberry cultivars derive from hybrids between R. idaeus and R. strigosus. Recent breeding has
resulted in cultivars that are thornless and more strongly upright, not needing staking.
Raspberry growers are to be found in Norfolk, Suffolk, Kent, Herefordshire and Worcestershire and the
South East of England.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Recipe: Raspberry Bakewell pudding
By The Hairy Bikers
Preparation time: less than 30 mins, Cooking time: 30 mins to 1 hour
Serves: Serves 4-6
Ingredients
flour, for dusting
4-5 tbsp seedless raspberry jam
100g/3½oz unsalted butter, plus extra for greasing
5 free-range eggs
a few drops almond essence
clotted cream, to serve

500g/1lb 2oz packet ready-made puff pastry
150g/5oz fresh raspberries
100g/3½oz caster sugar
150g/5oz ground almonds
icing sugar, for dusting

Method: Preheat the oven to 190C/375F/Gas 5. Grease and flour a 23cm/9in loose-bottomed tart tin.
Roll out the pastry onto a lightly floured work surface to form a circle a few inches larger than the tart
tin. Line the tart tin with the pastry, gently pressing into the edges. Trim the excess pastry from the edge
of the tart tin. Carefully spread the raspberry jam evenly over the pastry base. Lightly crush 3-4 of the
raspberries in a small bowl and scatter the crushed berries on top of the jam.
In a large mixing bowl, cream together the butter and sugar until pale and fluffy. Gradually add the eggs,
one at a time, beating each well to incorporate. Stir in equal amounts of the ground almonds after you add
each egg, stirring well until combined. Continue until all the eggs and all the ground almonds are used up,
then stir in the almond essence.
Pour the filling mixture into the pastry case and, using a palette knife, gently spread it evenly over the
raspberry layer. Bake the tart on the middle shelf of the oven for 35-40 minutes, or until the surface is
golden-brown. Dust with icing sugar and serve with the remaining raspberries and a dollop of cream.
Join at www.thecep.org.uk or send name and address with cheque for £20 (£15 concessions) made out
to The Campaign for an English Parliament to Ms P Cullen, 9 the Meadows, Breachwood Green,
Hitchin, Herts., SG4 8PR
The Campaign for an English parliament is a Company limited by
guarantee, Registered in England number 03636739. It is a notfor-profit organisation with no shareholders and limited liability.
The views expressed in Think of England are not necessarily those
of the editor or members of the National Council

Think of England is published online. Hard copies will
cost £3.00 with £1 pp and may be obtained by contacting 0845 6346108 or emailing
scilla.cullen@dsl.pipex.com
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